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Summary of Oral History Interview with Yvette Fleche Gressard—ENGLISH 
 
Yvette Fleche GRESSARD, born in 1931 in Le Creusot, France; her parents were poor 
peasants; speaking of her childhood memories at her parents' farm — La Sachette — 
which was between Culles les Roches and Saint-Gengoux-le-National; loving her life at 
the farm with her animals; schooling in Saint-Gengoux-le-National — she preferred to 
be home at the farm; her father was a prisoner of war in Germany; her father was called 
up to the army; speaking of photos of her father; her father was at a farm; when her 
father returned, he didn't speak much of what had happened; speaking of her father's 
return; living on the farm that was close to Culles les Roches — living in the woods; 
speaking of the Maquis; the Maquis sleeping in the woods; the Germans coming down 
from Le Creusot; living near the Maquis, who had their quarters and hid on the farm; 
people from Saint-Gengoux were in the Maquis, among others; very structured 
organization; the Maquis going out on expeditions; the Maquis coming to her mother's 
house to eat — recalling them leaving their firearms and grenades on the dining room 
table; never being afraid; living through the bombing of Le Creusot; staying with an 
uncle during the winters; recalling a cousin who would listen to the British radio; her 
uncle was part of the Resistance also; recalling Jewish classmates and a woman that 
provided shelter for Jews; recalling a Jewish classmate; Jews coming from somewhere 
else in 1942; Jewish children were integrated into the school; living in the unoccupied 
zone — demarcation line was in Buxy (approximately 15 km from Saint-Gengoux); 
Germans burning homes around Saint-Gengoux; recalling the Pétain era; recalling 
people that supported Pétain, and the denunciations; speaking of collaborators in Saint-
Gengoux; recalling Mrs. Collette who harbored refugees; recalling all of the visitors her 
mother had on Saturdays — including a man from Lyon who would bring them petrol in 
exchange for bread; recalling things that her mother knew; Yvette learned things after 
the war — from her husband's family; speaking of a woman who did a lot with the 
Resistance; speaking of her father when he returned — he was distant and distraught; 
speaking of the difficulties that her mother faced; recalling the Union of French Women 
(which later changed its name) — which supported the women who fought and who 
returned from the camps, especially Ravensbrück; speaking of her time in Yugoslavia; 
wanting to fight for women's rights. 
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